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Multiple submissions are not allowed. Detailed description of scanning the handwritten assignments and
converting them to PDF file for uploading is mentioned in the end of this document. Assignment should be as
per the guidelines and make sure to submit them before the end of the due date. There is no need for any
specific nomenclature of the file containing assignment. Content that has been directly copied from the
Internet will NOT be accepted. Where to get internal assignment questions? Only those assignment copies
uploaded on EduNxt will be considered for evaluation. In that case SMU is all their for you. However, the
below provided screenshots may differ as per the scanner make and model. So that students are getting full
support of University always. Students are advised to check their Assignments thoroughly before uploading
the same, as Only ONE submission will be considered and evaluated. Go to : www. Document will be saved
as pdf ready to be uploaded as Handwritten PDF. Yes and why not there is no age limit for getting education
neither there are any kind of restrictions for it, what you only need is passion for learning. Instructions and
guidelines for internal assignments: 1. Late submissions will NOT be accepted. Uploading should be done on
EduNxt portal. Distance education is beneficial for all those who want to complete their higher studies or even
graduation but due to certain reasons are unable to do. Assignment are given every semester and number of
assignments are equal to number of subjects per semesters. Assignment of SMU Assignment is very crucial
part of the study. Completed assignments must be typed or handwritten and formatted neatly and soft copies
should be uploaded on or before end date. These steps are only indicative of the process to scan and convert
the final scanned images into. Hand written assignment can then be scanned and uploaded in PDF format. No
hard copies will be accepted. Ensure that you answer all questions according to the marks allocated not more
than words for a mark question and not more than words for a five-mark question. Assignments can be either
types or handwritten.


